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Introduction:
Welcome to Sol Rollaz, the 3D PvP NFT dice game. A Solana wallet and Solana balance
are required to play this game, which is available right now on the iOS and Google Play
stores.
Wagers are placed and matched between players in Solana, where after each round of play
(one roll) Solana is transferred to the winning player.
Upon a transfer of funds to a winner, a 5% table fee is deducted from the winnings,
which is used for Sol Rollaz NFT hodler daily payouts.
Wager range matching is a feature of this game, where high stakes players can easily find
other high stakes players. Low stakes players can also easily find other low stakes players
to play against as well.
Players are also able to invite friends to play with a shareable link.
WARNING: Once a player’s dice is rolled, should the player close the app before the round
is resolved, it is marked as an automatic loss of the round.

Sol Rollaz NFTs:
Sol Rollaz NFTs are available on the SolSea NFT marketplace. Sol Rollaz NFTs are of four
types, where the type of dice purchased determines a hodler’s daily payouts.
The four types of Sol Rollaz are as follows:
Tier 1 (highest daily payout): 70 die in total
Tier 2 (medium daily payout): 70 die in total
Tier 3 (lowest daily payout): 70 die in total
Non-Tiered (no daily payout): unlimited.
The Sol Rollaz NFT Game will keep track of game stats for each dice, regardless of tiers.
These stats are available for players to view, and use these stats to consider which dice to
purchase for their game play. For example, if a dice happens to have a very low win rate,
the odds are that the dice could go on a winning streak, as would be expected due to the
truly randomised nature of the game. On the flip side, due to chance, dice may perform
better than other dice, and keep performing well, making them more valuable. This data will
be completely open to the free market to view to aid their dice purchase decisions.
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Sol Rollaz NFT Release Schedule:
35 Tier 1, 2 and 3 dice will be released onto the SolSea marketplace for the launch of this
game. When these 105 Sol Rollaz are sold out, another 35 Tier 1, 2, and 3 dice will be
released onto the SolSea marketplace.
There will never be more than a total of 70 Tier 1, 2, and 3 Sol Rollaz released. Thus, Sol
Rollaz NFTs that will receive a daily payout is capped at 210. This makes tiered Sol Rollaz
truly rare, increasing the probability that they will increase in value over time.
Once all 210 tiered dice are sold out, Non-Tiered Sol Rollaz NFTs will be released at a rate
proportional to demand. Non-Tiered dice do not receive daily payouts, but their game stats
will be recorded and viewable by anyone to have their potential value assessed.
As Non-Tiered Sol Rollaz are added to the collection, the Sol Rollaz NFT Game Stadium will
also grow in size to accommodate the new ‘spectators’ of the arena. Tier 1, 2, and 3 Sol
Rollaz will maintain premium seating in the Sol Rollaz Stadium, while Non-Tiered Sol Rollaz
will be relegated to the “cheap seats”.

Sol Rollaz NFT Daily Payouts:
Earnings incur a 5% table fee, which is deducted from winnings on each resolved round.
Winners also pay the minimal gas fees associated with this payment.
50.65% of the table fee goes to the Sol Rollaz NFT Game Wallet for maintenance and
development of the Sol Rollaz NFT Game.
The other 49.35% of the table fees are payed out daily to Sol Rollaz NFT hodlers in the
following manner:
Tier 1 Sol Rollaz: receive 0.71% of the 49.35%, each
Tier 2 Sol Rollaz: receive 0.42% of the 49.35%, each
Tier 3 Sol Rollaz: receive 0.28% of the 49.35%, each
Non-Tiered Sol Rollaz: receive 0% of the hodler payout
Payouts occur once, daily to Tier 1, 2 and 3 Sol Rollaz hodlers.
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Rental Dice:
In order to ensure that the Sol Rollaz NFT Game allows for unlimited user growth, players
that do not own Sol Rollaz NFTs are able to rent dice, for free. Rental dice do not collect
payouts, nor do they keep stats.

Physics Based Randomization:
It is well known in the coding industry that programming true randomization is currently a
mathematical impossibility. It seems impossible, but it is true that choosing a random
number between 1 and 6 using code is possible, but patterns always emerge. Thus, making
coding based randomization, non-random in actuality. Sol Rollaz NFT Game gets around
this problem with all online gambling that uses coding to randomise events, by using physics
and user input to create the random outcomes:
At the start of a round, each player's dice is spinning on x,y and z axis at 10,000 revolutions
per second. A player taps the dice to freeze it. Thus the die’s orientation of entry into the
arena is randomised.
Before the dice are launched through the “Shoot Tube” each player also gets to choose
where in the shoot tube the dice will launch from. The Shoot Tubes are designed such that
the two dice will always collide. Thus the position of impact between the two dice is a
secondary random factor.
In summary, the two players’ input of stopping their die’s rapid rotation and choosing the
position in the shoot tube for launch ensures that every roll of the dice will be a unique
experience, with a perfectly randomised outcome. Pip depth of the 3D objects being rolled is
minimised to the extent that each Sol Rollaz is as perfectly balanced as a Casino Dice.
Finally, once the dice are launched through the shoot tube, the physics built into the Unity
gaming engine take over, where collision physics and gravity eventually force the dice to
come to stop on the table, and declare a winner.
Since user input and physics determine the outcome, and not a randomization algorithm, Sol
Rollaz NFT Game’s outcomes are truly randomised, which is unique and rare in the gaming
industry.
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Road Map:
April 2022: Beta 1.0 launch of the complete game on Android
May 2022: Beta 1.0 launch of the complete game on iOS
July 2022: Beta 2.0 update with user feedback changes made to the game.
August 2022: Beta 2.0 launch on desktop
December 2022: Top secret - details of a next level dice roller, (already in the works) are
withheld. A separate game, however original Sol Rollaz NFT hodlers will receive payouts
from this totally unrelated game, once it is launched.
Q2 2023: Sol Rollaz NFT Game will be launched on a popular metaverse platform (platform
withheld) in order to increase usership, the value of Sol Rollaz NFTs and daily pay-outs to
hodlers.

Privacy and Liability Policy:
Please read the Privacy and Liability Policy available in the footer of the SolRollaz.com
website.
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